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 Fifty-six VGSC members came out to try their luck in the infamous four-club only tournament. 

Many of our members played practice rounds with the chosen clubs and thought and thought about 

their decision.  The consensus was a club with length (driver or 3-wood), an approach club (6 or 7 

iron), a chipper (wedge or sandwedge) and yes always bring your putter.  Tom Narasky was the lone 

competitor that putted with his driver and did shoot a net 68.  Tom likes to buck the trend and was 

knocking in putts on the practice green.  Looks like we will have to wait another year to try this format 

again, so put all your clubs back in your bag and hopefully you learned something.    

  

In the first flight Joe Molina shot a 71 for net 63 winning $25 in gift cards and vaulting into the 

top 10 in our VGSC Player of the Year point race.  Joe started by birdying his first hole and did not look 

back adding another birdie on hole #7.  In second place was Bob “The Ax Man” Ackley shooting a 73 

for net 64.  Bob got hot in the middle of his round birdying holes #9, #11 and #15 with just four clubs.  

Bob also moved into the top ten in points.  In third place in the first flight was Brent Randall shooting 

a 70 for net 66.  Brent made par on his last ten holes and continues to play some great golf in VGSC 

tournament play.  In fourth place in the first flight Colby Eierans shot a 77 for net 66, which featured a 

birdie on hole #10.  Colby had a hard time finishing the round going four over his last four holes, but 

the famous hockey sticks with four clubs will work.  In fifth place in the first flight was Lucas Cozzitorto 

who shot a natural 68 with a Driver, 6-iron, pitching wedge and his trusty putter.  Lucas is never 

lacking for confidence no matter how many clubs are in his arsenal.   However, Sean Murray shot the 

low gross round of the tournament with 67 and continues to lead the VGSC Player of the Year race 

with a plus two handicap.    

 

 In the second flight Mike Peters shot the lowest round in VGSC tournament memory.  Mike 

has played in three VGSC tournament and this time he cracked the code with only four-clubs.  Mike 

improved his low score by twenty-six strokes and is really starting to feel comfortable in tournament 

play.   In second place Jim Lewis shot an 81 for net 63 and is still looking for his 9 iron.  Jim has the 

yearly pass and his golf game has gotten better for it.  This was Jim’s low VGSC score by six 

strokes….and in the crazy format.  In a three way tie for third place were Natalie Williams, Kelly Norris 

and Ken Gurgone with net 64’s.  Natalie shot a 91 for 64 and will learn that your handicap goes down 

when you play well in VGSC tournaments.  Congratulations for winning some dough and beating boy 

toy Austin.  Kelly must have had some beverages at the turn as he shot a 42-37 that included a one-

under par the last four holes.  Ken always excels in strange weather conditions or formats shooting an 

81 for net 65.  In sixth place Brian Gardner shined with a 78 for net 67.  Brian is heading back to school 

to teach our kids and if that isn’t a first responder I don’t know what is.   

 

 Our next event will be on the weekend of Saturday, September 5th and Sunday, September 6th. 

The NCGA Zone qualifier was scheduled for this date, but this year our qualifiers were not able to play 

in the event in Monterey.  Per NCGA recommendations we will allow them to play in next year’s event 

and forego the qualifier this year.  Thanks again Covid.  The format will still be a two-person net better 

ball event and we will use straight tee times between 8:00 am- 9:00 am for the starts.  We will use 

90% of VGSC tournament handicaps and have our usual two flights.     

 



  


